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Motivation 

Worldwide sales of mobile devices 

totaled 440.5M units in the 3rd 

quarter of 2011, according to Gartner, 

Inc., Nov. 15, 2011. 

Texture Mapping – the number of 

fragments to be textured can be 

large, and each textured fragments 

requires multiple texture lookup 

(usually 1~8) [4]. 

Texture Cache – the essential 

component of graphics rendering 

system, to provide very high texture 

memory bandwidth and low-latency 

access for any texture filtering mode ! 

[4] 
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Memory bandwidth reduction - one 

major objective of texture cache, 

depends on the architecture of cache 

module, i.e. cache associativity, 

cache block size, total cache memory 

size, etc [2]. 

For bi-linear filtering mode, for 

example, four texel data has to be 

fetched from the cache for a single 

fragment texture mapping (or pixel 

shading) 

Brute force implementation - A 

cache, consist of conventional cache 

architecture, can provide one single 

data for each request  need to wait 

for three cycles to get all four texel 

for bi-linear 

The lowest-latency but the most 

expensive – Four identical 

independent caches can provide four 

texel data in simultaneously  very 

inefficient scheme in terms of cost vs. 

performance, because all four cacheij 

has to cover the same memory space 
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Brute force implementation 

The lowest-latency 
but the most expensive ! 

Quad-split Cache 

A typical bi-linear texture mapping – 

samples four texels, adjacent each 

other in horizontal and vertical 

direction. 

Proposed cache scheme, assumes 

texture size is power of two (2n X 2m), 

and also the cache block size (2k) 

We can assign numbers for each 

blocks of texture memory area, in 

accordance with texture cache block 

to be cached  any texture sample 

for bi-linear filtering, a pair of 

horizontal direction must be laid 

both in the same block or one by 

one in the adjacent blocks each 

other. 

Thus, we can split the texture 

memory space for the texture data 

into two sub-spaces. These two sub-

spaces can be cached/fetched 

independently simultaneously  

even blocks and odd blocks. 

Moreover, 2D texture can be easily  

split into odd and even lines in 

vertical direction.  It is easy to 

combine both horizontal and vertical 

split schemes, we can get quad-split 

cache [1]. 

We developed quad-split cache 

scheme for any integer combinations 

of (n,m,k), which can support not only 

bi-linear but also nearest. 

Quad-split scheme can support 

texture wrapping modes - clamp, 

repeat and mirrored repeat. 

The limitations – texture size (both 

horizontal and vertical) and cache 

block size must be two to the 

powers of any integer, due to binary 

split scheme. 

And, the base address for any 

texture data must be aligned with 

the first even cache block. 
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③ 

FPGA Proto-typing 

The proposed quad-split cache 

scheme is adopted into our own GPU 

system. 

Synopsys HAPS-64 base FPGA proto-

typing, running at 25MHz with single 

port SDRAM modules 

The cache configuration – total 32KB, 

8KB for each quad-split cache, direct 

mapped cache scheme for each 

quad-split cache, 4 texels per a 

cache block 

The rendering pipeline – Quad-core 

SAIT TBR engine [3] 

Some famous OpenGL ES benchmarks 

are tested in quantitative manner ④ 

Results 

The proposed scheme provides one-cycle latency for cache hit. regardless 

of number of texels need to be fetched simultaneously. Practically, current 

implementation supports up to 4 texels. 

Pixel pipeline throughput does not affected due to texture filtering mode, 

nearest or bi-linear. 

 

 

 

 

cache configs for this results: total cache memory 32KB (8KB for each sub-

caches), 4 texels per cache block, direct mapped cache architecture 
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